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Goals
● What is the best way to compress a deep neural network? 

● Popular methods:

○ Weight-based pruning

○ Knowledge distillation

● Is using a combination of these methods more effective?

○ Meaningful trend in doing so?



Knowledge Distillation
● Introduced by Hinton et al. [1] in 2015

● Train a distilled model to emulate a deep neural network 

● Train on logits of larger model

● Intuition: easier for small model to generalize the same way as large model 

than to directly learn the true parameterization



Weight-Based Pruning
● General algorithm from Han et al. [2]:

1. Randomly initialize the deep    

neural network

2. Train to convergence

3. Prune connections with weights 

below threshold

4. Retrain the sparse network



Lottery Ticket Hypothesis
● Algorithm from Frankle and Carbin [3]:

○ Randomly initialize a deep neural network with weights W

○ Train to convergence

○ Prune connections with the lowest weights

○ Reset remaining parameters to original values in W before retraining, creating the 

winning ticket

● Iterative pruning rather than one-shot



Previous Work
● Oguntola et al. [4] explores effectiveness of different deep model compression 

methods

○ Evaluated on the VGG19 model for CIFAR-10

○ Compressed 85x and retained 96% of accuracy 

○ Stacking compression methods is generally very effective



LeNet-300-100 for MNIST
● 3 fully connected layers

● Original model has 266,610 

parameters, 95.84% accuracy

● Pruning + distillation works better 

than each method individually 

until ~85% compression



LeNet-300-100 for MNIST

● No obvious patterns in test examples that are incorrectly classified

Original Pruned (80% params removed) Distilled (80% params removed)



LeNet-5 for MNIST
● 3 convolutional layers followed 

by 2 fully connected layers

● Original model has 61,706 

parameters, 98.16% accuracy

● Using only distillation produces 

similar results to using pruning 

and distillation



ResNet-34 for CIFAR-10

● 34 convolutional layers with residual 

blocks

● Original model has ~21M parameters, 

92.9% accuracy (pretrained)

● Pruned 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% of 

parameters



ResNet-34 for CIFAR-10
● Distillation using 3 different student 

models

○ 4 conv layers, 2 fc layers, increasing #s 

of channels

○ 1) 0.2M params (99% sparse)

○ 2) 1M params (95% sparse)

○ 3) 2.6M params (88% sparse)



ResNet-34 for CIFAR-10
● Accuracy increasing in # of parameters in student model, regardless of 

pruning

● Increased overfitting as # parameters increase



Comparing Neural Networks
How similar are the compressed models we produce using only distillation vs. 

using pruning and distillation? For LeNet-5:



Comparing Neural Networks
LeNet-300-100 for MNIST:



Comparing Neural Networks
ResNet-34 for CIFAR:



Conclusion
● Using both pruning and distillation does not perform significantly better than 

using only one of the methods

● Distillation vs. combination of pruning and distillation result in similar models

● Future work: 

○ Experiment on other architectures/datasets

○ Try these methods on tasks beyond vision-centric classification

○ What happens when not all training data is correctly labeled?
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